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600x600 MSU
Anti-Ligature Cover

Kit

PK/MSU600x600-IL

SPECIFICATION
Finish RAL 9003
Materials Polycarbonate / Steel
Weight 5.0 Kg
Ingress protection IP40
Impact Rating IK10
Void Depth The minimum void depth can be attained

from the installation leaflet of the 600x600
product that is been fitted.

Sensors Organic Response 3 sensor
should not be used on this product.

Fittings See website for product compatibility.

Installation Instruction

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
 Telephone: 0161 331 5700

Email: technical@whitecroftlight.com
http://whitecroftlighting.com/

Step 1  - Hold the ceiling bracket (the piece with the caged nuts) up
to the ceiling, in the required mounting position and secure in place

with 4 screws in the small corner holes then mark out the inner
apperture (599 X 599mm +1/-1) and 16 bezel holes though the
caged nuts. This installation is considered a two man operation.

Step 2  - Remove the ceiling bezel and 4 screws.
Drill the 16 marked and 4 screw holes with a 10mm drill bit.

Then cut the apperture for the fitting using the marked out lines.
 Ensure that the holes are drilled vertically  as they need to align
with the ceiling bracket cagenuts. (Cover kit will only work with

40mm Maximum Ceiling Thickness)

Step 3  -  Place the ceiling bracket into void and
place it around the cut aperture. Then nut and bolt
the ceiling bezel with dimples facing in the holes,

these can be finger tight.

Ceiling Bracket

Ceiling Bezel 

Step 4  -  Lift and tilt the 600x600 fitting into the void and
then place on the holding bezel. Centralize the fitting (use

fittings installation guide for instruction on this).

Step 5  - Remove film from both side of cover.
Make sure the counterbores for the screws are facing down.

Then Screw the cover to the ceiling bracket with  the 16 anti-tamper
screws supplied. Engage the screws first by hand ensuring the caged
nuts are not dislodged. Ensuring that screws are sufficienty torqued to
2Nm. (Security Allen key or Bit required, sold seperatly HAL-KEY3 or a

3mm security hex key)
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